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How to Paint  

Sea Turtles 

 
Type: Real-Time 
Time: 1-Hour 
Medium: Acrylic 
Level: Beginner 
 
Paper/Canvas Prep: 
 

1. Trace Sea Turtle drawing onto paper or canvas using charcoal 
transfer paper. 

2. If using paper, tape down sketch using painters tape. 
 
Section #1: Paint first coat of background. 
 

1. Refer to the reference photo provided in the Tutorial Library. 
2. Mix Titanium White, Phthalocyanine Blue, Grass Green, and 

Yellow. 
3. Cover full background using Flat Brush. 

 
Section Notes: Add a little yellow to the background color if you would like a 
yellowish tint to the water. 
 
Section #2: Paint the darkest tone of both turtle shells. 
 

1. Combine Raw Sienna with Burnt Sienna. 
2. Make enough of this color to use in the next section. 
3. Apply this color to all the heptagon’s on both shells. 
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Section Notes: Use different brushes to get into the 
small and large spaces of the heptagons. 
 
Section #3: Paint the first layer of the markings on 
both turtles. 

 
1. Using a detail round brush, use the brown mixture from last 

section to paint the turtle markings. 
2. Watch my placement. We are not painting every marking in this 

brown. 
3. When painting the fin, paint over the water slightly. 
4. Mix Violet with a lot of Titanium White to create a lavender 

color. 
5. Take note to where I paint just purple and where I paint over 

parts of brown. 
6. “Blotch,” don’t cover the bottom coat of the marking. 
7. Mix Cadmium Yellow, Vermillion, and Raw Sienna. 
8. Add more yellow to brighten it up. Orange can overpower other 

colors. 
9. Artist Tip: When mixing a light color, start with the lightest 

color, then add in a little dark color at a time. 
10. Make sure the bottom coat is dry before applying the next 

layer overtop. 
 

Section Notes: Use a clean detail brush for this entire section. 
 
Section #4: Create a sun-like design on both turtle shells. Paint skin in 
between turtles markings. 

 
1. Use the same orange mixture from last section. That’s 

Cadmium Yellow, Vermillion Orange, and Raw Sienna. 
2. Use a small flat brush to create sun-like design on the bottom 

of each heptagon. 
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3. Add just a little Titanium White to the 
orange mixture. 

4. Work from the center of the shell and 
move outward. 

5. Paint over the neck instead of going around each tiny oval. 
6. Apply yellow mixture in-between turtle shell markings as well. 
7. Combine Violet with Titanium White to create another light 

purple. 
8. Create thin lines on the neck of the largest turtle. 
9. Apply light purple over parts of the turtles head, both fins, under 

eye, mouth, and shell. 
10. Add some purple dots to the back of the neck if you would 

like (Optional step). 
 

Section Notes: You may have to add two coats to the sun-design on the 
back of the turtle shells. Orange can look a bit thin over dark brown. Make 
enough of the purple mixture to add in section #5. 
 
Section #5: Add contrast to turtle shell. Paint first layer of fish. 

 
1. Add light purple above and around sun-like design. Watch my 

placement. 
2. Artist Tip: Adding high contrast creates drama and commands 

attention. It’s simply the different elements, colors, sizes, 
shapes, and textures, that create contrast. 

3. Add purple dots to the top of the turtles head. 
4. Turn around your painting to do the exact same thing to the 

other turtle. 
5. Mix Grass Green, Phthalocyanine Blue, and Titanium White. 
6. Paint first layer on tiny fish. 
7. Mix Burnt Sienna, Vermillion, and Raw Sienna. 
8. Apply in-between purple and orange layers. 
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Section Notes: When painting tiny fish make sure not 
to leave any white spots. Use the best brush that you 
are comfortable with getting into all the spaces. 
 
Section #6: Add touch-ups and contrast to turtle markings on skin. 
 

1. Apply dark brown mixture from last section to turtle markings on 
skin and shell. 

2. Add more markings to skin if need be. 
 
Section #7: Paint highlight on fish. Add final highlights to skin and shells. 
 

1. Mix Titanium White and Cadmium Yellow. 
2. Paint highlights on fish; make sure some green still shines 

through. 
3. Add final highlights to turtles skin and shell using straight 

Titanium White. 
4. Apply to yellow sections on skin, and over light purple blotches 

on shell. 
5. Add blotches of white overtop the sun-like design on both 

shells. 
 

Section Notes: Add any final touches in this section as you see fit. 
 

Need Help? 
 
If you would like feedback, advice, and/or would like to share your work 
with me, go right ahead! My email is linked below. 
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How to Paint  

Sea Turtles 
 
Materials List: Reference the materials list  
provided in the Tutorial Library. 
 

A. Acrylic Paint 
a. Titanium White 
b. Burnt Sienna 
c. Raw Sienna 
d. Violet 
e. Cadmium Yellow 
f. Vermillion 
g. Grass Green 
h. Phthalocyanine Blue 

 
B. Paint Brushes 

a. Medium or small flat brush 
b. Small detail round brush 

 
C. Canvas 

a. Dimensions: 9” x 12” inch mixed media paper 
 

D. Paint Pallet 
a. Glass paint pallette 

 
E. Other Supplies 

a. Paper towel or old cloth 
b. Plastic or glass cup for water 
c. Painters Tape 
d. Cardboard 
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